Horizontal wavenumber power spectra of vertical and horizontal wind velocities, 
strongly stratified environments, such as above a lowlevel inversion [Koprov, 1965; Myrup, 1968; Betman, 1976] and in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere [Shut, 1962 [Shut, , 1971 Vinnichenko et al., 1965; Lilly and Lester, 1974] . These studies reported spectra with indices closer to -3 than -5/3 when strong stratification was present. Nastrom et al. [1987] found intensification and similar steepening of GASP spectra at large wavenumbers over mountainous terrain.
Horizontal wavenumber spectra of vertical velocities were also presented in some of these studies [Koprov, 1965; Myrup, 1968; Shut, 1971] and were found to have spectral indices at small scales similar to those of the horizontal-velocity spectra. The explanation proposed for these findings was that strong stratification led to significant loss of energy as turbulent motions worked against buoyancy forces. This "buoyant subrange" of turbulence was proposed initia. lly by Bolgiano [1962] , Shut [1962] , and Lumley [1964] . Power law spectra ~k r were predicted, where k is the scalar wavenumber, and anticipated spectral indices r ranged between -11/5 [Bolgiano, 1962] and -3 [Lumley, 1964] , with the latter value more Widely cited. Weinstock [1978] later argued that a universal slope does not exist for buoyancy-modified turbulence, and derived a complex expression for the spectral energy density which depends on the flux Richardson number and the local rms velocity fluctuations. A wider range of spectral indices, -4/3 > r > -3, was obtained than in the earlier studies. Weinstock [1985] , 1987 ] . In this study we will attempt to to characterize the climatological structure of variablility in the lower stratosphere using high-resolution meteorological and trace gas measurements. We will attempt to determine the importance of gravity wave motions versus 2-D and 3-D turbulent motions in producing this variability.
Data and Methods

Description of Data
In this study we will compute spectra of horizontal and vertical velocities, potential temperatures, and ozone and N20 mixing ratios, using data obtained in the midstratosphere during three aircraft campaigns employing NASA's ER-2 aircraft. The three campaigns are (1) the second Arctic Airborne Stratospheric Expedition (AASE II), (2) the Stratospheric Photochemistry Aerosol and Dynamics Experiment (SPADE), and (3) the Airborne Southern Hemisphere Ozone Experiment/Measurements for Assessing the Effects of Strato- 
Wavelet Transforms
Our analysis of the aircraft data employs wavelet transforms rather than Fourier transforms. Orthonormal wavelets are families of orthogonal functions which• unlike sines and cosines, are localized in both the spatial and wavenumber domains [Daubechies, 1988; Mallat, 1989] . A large number of families of orthonormal wavelets has been identified. Some are compactly supported (i.e. exactly equal to zero outside of a finite interval), while others approach zero asymptotically outside of a finite interval. In the following analysis, we use the discreet wavelet transform (DWT) described by Press et al. [1992] . This algorithm can accommodate any compactly supported wavelets for which filter coefficients are known. We use the six-coefcient member of the wavelet class identified by Daubechies [1988] . An transform(FFT). However, when plotted on logarithmic axes, as we will do later, the DWT frequencies are equispaced, and the degraded frequency resolution is no longer a serious drawback. The advantages of DWTs over FFTs are greatest for sequences of data which are characterized by large intermittent events. In this case, DWTs provide a straightforward connection between features in the original data and spectral features. This is clearly seen in Figure  2 . DWTs were chosen for this analysis because we expected the aircraft data to consist primarily of intermittent high-energy peaks in variance associated with isolated wave or turbulence events. This supposition is based on previous studies of atmospheric wind measurements using aircraft [e.g.,Nastrom et al. DWTs also offer several procedural advantages over FFT's. Application of windows to the data to mitigate edge effects is unnecessary. Edge effects can be simply accounted for by ignoring DWT components located near the edge of the original data sequence. Similarly, the possibility of artificial variability induced by aircraft maneuvers (e.g., dives, box turns) is easily assessed by examination of the DWT in the vicinity of the maneuvers. However, it should be emphasized that none of the results presented in this study depend crucially on the use of DWTs instead of FFTs, nor does the particular choice of wavelet function significantly affect the results.
Determination of Power Spectral Densities
From DWTs
Results of earlier studies of small-scale variability in the atmosphere are typically presented in terms of averaged power spectra. The most important quantity derived from these spectra is usually the mean slope of the spectra in log-log coordinates, i.e., the spectral index. For comparison of our DWT spectra with Fourier power spectra presented in earlier studies, we must first define a mean DWT power spectrum for our aircraft data as a function of frequency or wavenumber. We do this following the procedure outlined by Yamada and Ohkitani [1991] and Katul et al. [1994] .
A typical ER-2 flight during the AASE II, SPADE, or ASHOE/MAESA missions was 6-8 hours long. The input data for the DWT analysis consist of 5-Hz MMS temperature, pressure and wind velocity measurements, which have been bin-averaged onto a uniform 1-s time grid, and the original 1-Hz NOAA ozone and ATLAS N20 measurements. Thus the complete time series of each quantity for each flight is typically ~25,000 elements long. Infrequent data gaps were filled using linear interpolation.
We calculate average DWT power spectra for subintervals of data lasting 1024 s, so that 20 to 25 spectra are typically obtained for each quantity for each flight. The average slope of the FFT power spectrum in log-log coordinates is also close to -3. The scatter or "structure" visible in the FFT spectrum results entirely from the application of a triangular (Bartlett) window to the data before calculating the power spectrum. This is necessary in practice to reduce contamination of the computed FFT spectrum by edge Figure 4 contain measurements made in a variety of meteorological conditions. As can be seen in Figure 1 , a large fraction (in fact well over half) of the ER-2 flight time for which we have data occurred over oceans. Thus it appears unlikely that the agreement between our average spectra and the high-wind, hightopography spectra examined by Nastrom et al. [1987] is due to a topographic bias in our data. In section 3.3 we will examine in more detail the effect of several meteorological variables on our average spectra.
At high wavenumbers the average velocity spectra in Figure 4a resemble some of those derived from other high-resolution data sets obtained using specially instrumented aircraft [Shut, 1962 [Shut, , 1971 [Shut, 1971] . In these studies air- 
Average Spectra of Ozone and N20
Figure 7 shows set-averaged spectra of ozone mixingratio variance and N20 mixing-ratio variance. They are noteworthy in that they are the only spectra analyzed which appear to conform closely to the -5/3 power law at most scales. Slope histograms yield spectral indices close to -1.7 (Table 2) . A relatively distinct transition from a -5/3 behavior to -2 behavior occurs in the ozone spectrum at a wavelength of 3.2 km (y = 6). However, the slope histograms (not shown) suggest that this is due more to a reduction in the relative number of spectral segments with fiat slopes, rather than to a shift in the peak of the distribution of slopes. The peaks remain near -5/3 for all octaves, except for the highest (y + 1/2 = 8.5) octave, which may be an aliasing effect [Eckermann, 1990] . It is also worth noting that the spread in the slope histograms for ozone is somewhat larger than for horizontal velocity and vertical velocity. This is seen in the slightly larger spread between the 10 and 90 percentiles of the spectral index determinations for ozone and horizontal velocity given in Table 2 .
The average power spectrum for N20 conforms closely 
Spectra Stratified According to Velocity Variance,Mean Velocity, and S/ratification
Several mechanisms can be invoked to explain the steeper than expected slopes of our set-average dynamical power spectra. The possibility of turbulence in the buoyant subrange has already been mentioned. Other possibilities include spectra due to saturated or unsaturated gravity wave motions. In order to obtain possible insights into the nature of the motions creating our power spectra, we now examine the impact of several meteorological variables on the shape of the spectra obtained from our aircraft data. A similar classification of GASP spectra according to mean ambient horizontal velocity was performed by Nastrom et al. [1987] .
Here we examine not only the influence of the mean ambient horizontal velocity on the shape of the measured spectra, but also that of mean horizontal velocity variance and mean stratification.
Mean An index of rms horizontal velocity variance is obtained directly from the DWT power spectra of horizontal velocity. We simply take the log-average power over all nine octaves of the DWT power spectrum of horizontal velocity for a given 1024-s interval of data. This average is compared to the average over the entire data set to characterize unusually active or quiet peri- Effect of horizontal velocity variance To sort spectra according to total horizontal velocity variance, first we calculate the log-averaged PSD for total horizontal velocity over all octaves for the set-averaged power spectrum shown in Figure 4a. where the set-averaged spectrum of total horizontal velocity is given by the sum of the components, i.e., I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I   0  1  2  3  4  5  6  ?  8  9  10  0  1  2  3  4  5  6  ?  8  9  10 Octave ( Figure 8b shows the log-averaged power spectrum of vertical velocity for active intervals, and the lower curve shows 'the log-averaged spectrum for quiet intervals. The two curves are simply offset in the vertical, and no detectable difference in the shape of the vertical velocity spectra appears to result from grouping the data in this way.
Similar sorting of the horizontal velocity spectra in Figure 8a yields a similar result. A mean vertical offset between the two curves in Figure 8a is an unavoidable result of the sorting procedure. However, there is no requirement that spectral slopes remain the same. Nevertheless, the log-averaged power spectra again appear to be nearly identical in shape except for the vertical offset. This result appears to be somewhat at odds with the theory of Weinstock [1978] , which suggests that the I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I   0  1  2  3  4  ,5  6  7  8  9  10  0  1  2  3  4  ,5  6  7  8  9 oot,w oot,v Taylor transformation to infer wavenumber spectra can be applied fairly confidently to these aircraft data, regardless of their dynamical content.
Comparison With Aircraft Velocity Spectra
The Taylor 
where e is the energy dissipation rate, C is some scaling constant, and L0 is the so-called Ozdimov scale. The Doppler-spreading model of Hines [1991] argues that the dispersion relation is invalidly applied in transforming to the portion of the spectrum which yields the high wavenumber k -a spectra in Figures 12-14 over that which would be derived from the vertical component using a pure wave interpretation. However, the ratio of horizontal-to-vertical velocity variance in our data does not suggest the presence of large amounts horizontal kinetic energy which cannot be accounted for by the wave interpertration (Figure 14c) . Thus, while an enstrophy cascade may be present in the stratosphere• its contribution to kinetic energy at scales less than 100 km appears to be small compared to that of gravity wave motions.
It seems reasonable to assume that a transition to a kinetic energy spectrum dominated by 2-D turbulence will occur at some wavenumber. Our theoretical spectrum of gravity waves (Figure 12) , which is at least partially supported by observation, assumes a complete cutoff of gravity wave energy at an intrinsic frequency The effect of gravity waves on a given trace gas mixingratio will depend on the local mixing ratio gradients. For short period gravity waves, vertical gradients will be most important, but for longer-period inertia gravity waves both horizontal and vertical motions will be significant so that horizontal mixing ratio gradients must be considorod A striking feature of the profile in Figure 15 is that the vertical mixing ratio gradients associated with the thin lamina are actually much larger than the mean background gradient. Therefore the total wave-induced tracer variability in (9) may be dominated by the X* term. In purely stochastic terms, an important part of the total variablity would then be the product of (• a process characterized by a k -2'ø or k -2's spectrum and c%X*. Two-dimensional turbulence theory suggests that X* is characterized by a k -r spectrum, where r is close to 1 [oeesieur and Herring, 1985]. However, the expected horizontal wavenumber spectrum of cgz X* cannot be inferred from strictly 2-D theory. Furthermore, the spectral slope of a product of two stochastic sequences may depend on other charcteristics of each sequence, such as intermittency, and is not easily predictable. Thus a prediction of gravity-wave-induced tracer variability appears to require a better understanding of the 3-D morphology of vortex filaments or laminae than is currently available.
The uncertainty in interpreting stratospheric tracer variability also implies that caution should be excercised in interpreting horizontal wavenumber spectra of tracers in other regions of the atmosphere. In particular, horizontal wavenumber spectra derived Figure 15 . Thus horizontal wavenumber spectra iderived from Na density fluctuations may not be equal to those of the kinetic energy spectra in the mesosphere. Recent analyses by Qiaa ½! al. [1995] and 6ardaer ½! al. [1995] report apparent inconsistencies between horizontal wavenumber spectra derived from Na lidar data and those predicted by gravity wave theory using the separable spectra of Gardaer ½! al. [1993a,b] . In particular, they find no spectral break to steeper slopes at k -m, in the horizontal wavenumber spectra of Na density fluctuations.
Intsead• the Na spectra of Qiaa ½! al. [1995] and Gardaer e! al. [1995] look remarkably similar to our ozone and N•O spectra• exhibiting slopes between -1.3 and -1.8 at horizontal scales smaller than 2•r/m,. It is possible that the observed shape of these Na spectra reflect underlying quasi-horizontal motions rather than the existence of a nonseparable gravity wave spectrum as proposed by Gardacr [1994].
Summary and Conclusions
We have presented horizontal wavenumber spectra for vertical and horizontal velocity, potential temperature, ozone, and N•O. We used data obtained from a high-altitude ER-2 aircraft during three aircraft campaigns to examine stratospheric chemistry and dynamics; AASE II, SPADE, and ASHOE/MAESA (Table 1) The results of our spectral analysis using wavelet transforms appeared to be very robust, with both spectral amplitudes as well as spectral slopes between adjacent wavenumbers exhibiting sharply peaked distributions about their respective log-averaged vaules. Therefore we are confident that our results accurately represent "typical" conditions in the midstratosphere (altitudes ~20 km). Gage, 1979] . We propose an alternative based on spectral transformations of an observationally supported intrinsic frequency-vertical wavenumber gravity wave spectrum shown in Figure 12 . This spectrum is transformed to a horizontal wavenumber spectrum for horizontal and vertical velocity using the linear gravity wave dispersion relation. Using this approach• we obtain theoretical spectra that closely match the observed spectra for horizontal and vertical wind. The spectral indices at long and short scales are reproduced as well as the shape of the spectra as they change from the k -2'5 behavior at small scales to k -x'6 (horizontal velocity) and k ø (vertical velocity) at the longer scales in our analysis.
The spectra of ozone and N20 which we derive in section 3.2 behave differently from those of the meteorological quantities. The spectra for these atmospheric tracers exhibit behavior between k -1'5 and k -2'ø at all scales. This is not entirely consistent with a linear gravity wave interpretation which would predict atmospheric tracer spectra close to those for horizontal velocity and potential temperature. We suggest that this may be due to the presence of strong vertical gradients of mixing ratio produced by enstrophy-cascading 2-D turbulence. The spectrum which would result from the interaction of gravity-wave vertical displacements with such structures in the tracer field is as yet unpredictable.
The analysis presented here is preliminary. The main purpose of the present study was to provide a reliable characterization of typical mesoscale variability in the midstratosphere and to place it in the context of earlier observational and theoretical studies. Although the velocity and potential temperature spectra derived here strongly suggest a gravity wave character for much of the observed variability in the ER-2 data, the spectra for atmospheric tracers such as ozone and N•O do not appear to conform either to a gravity wave interpretation or to a turbulence interpretation. A complete theory of mesoscale variability in the stratosphere will have to reconcile the wave-like spectra of the meteorological quantities with the anomalous ozone and N20 spectra. Wavelet transforms are a promising tool for analysis of complex atmospheric data sets such as that collected from the ER-2. We have restricted our attention to power spectra or, in other words, to the second moments of wavelet transforms. This yields information equivalent to that obtained from traditional Fourier techniques. However, higher order moments of wavelet transforms can be used to quantify other characteristics of data such as intermittency [e.g., Katul et al. 1994] . Such analyses of the ER-2 data may shed more light on the dynamical processes producing stratospheric mesoscale variability.
